BioTherapeutics, Inc.
Blacksburg, VA

We are looking for students from a variety of different backgrounds, ranging from science to business, who are eager to learn, gain hands on experience, and work in a team science environment with BioTherapeutics Inc. BTI is a science-based biotechnology company, located in the Corporate Research Center, that integrates nutraceuticals, pharmaceuticals, and informatics to advance precision medicine for preventing and treating autoimmune and metabolic diseases.

For more information on how to apply, please see the following link:

https://goo.gl/forms/5CGtfOyyumV4Gem22

The **deadline** to submit your application is **November 29th at 11:59 pm.** Please note that applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis. Once the deadline is reached, applicants will be reviewed and selected for interviews.

You will be trained in areas ranging from general laboratory education to technical skills to research and product development. Computational interns will be immersed in the company's bioinformatics division. This opportunity provides you with a broad perspective and appreciation of the development of new processes, methods and technologies at different production scales in the biotechnology industry.

For more information on BTI, check out our website: [https://www.biotherapeuticsinc.com/](https://www.biotherapeuticsinc.com/)

**Click here to follow us on Twitter!**

Lee Sandstead  
Intern Coordinator  
BioTherapeutics, Inc.  
1800 Kraft Drive, Suite 200  
Blacksburg, VA 24060
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